
Projects completed in the last 2-3 years 

Switched heating in the restrooms to electric 

heat (to save monthly natural gas customer 

charge) and replaced damaged vents with 

permanent solution.  Also added a concrete 

sloped pad for better access to restrooms. 

Built a new bread oven and continued repairs on the 

older oven. (Unfortunately the new oven suffered 

damage and will need to be replaced.)  Poles are in 

place for building a cover for the oven. 

Chimney / Fireplace work – added extensions to the chimneys.  

Replaced damper handles in two fireplaces.  Replaced missing 

bricks in two fireplaces and tuckpointed some of the others. 

Replaced the stonework around the fireplace in the Captain’s 

cabin.  Had the chimneys cleaned in 2019.   

Replaced 10 logs in the cabin walls and chinked them.  (One 

remains to be done.) 

Started a Prairie Garden in 2018 and have a small plot next to it for 

Maize. 

Replaced logs in the front of the stockade and working on 

repairing the gate. 

Repaired the front of the Forge cabin and straightened up the 

Washerwoman shed. 

Water sealed the cabins – plan to seal the restroom building in the 

Spring. 

 

Large Projects still to be done 

1. Finish removing the surround on the chimneys and 

replace with stucco. 

2. Build a cover over the ovens. 

3. Treat the walls of the restroom with water sealer. 

4. Repair the fascia around the cabin roofs. 

4.  Level some of the ground for better drainage. 

 

As always there is general maintenance to be done on 

the cabins and the grounds.  We try to have several work 

days during the year for various projects. 

 

Our camp is maintained by volunteers and any help is 

greatly appreciated. 

Feel free to contact either of our co-directors to 

volunteer at the camp. 

Alice Buzzard  618-462-7765 

Luke Reinhold  314-223-2621 


